
RETIREMENT INCOME OPTIONS? 
WHAT ARE YOUR

In South Africa, once an employee retires from formal employment, and has been 
contributing to a retirement plan, they usually need to purchase an annuity at retirement 

to ensure they receive a retirement income. Choosing the right product is complex and 
can prove a ‘make or break’ post-retirement. 

As explained in the previous article in this series, Securing your 
retirement income needs with an annuity, South African law 
compels members of pension funds and holders of retirement 
annuities to use at least two-thirds of their accumulated 
balances to buy products that qualify legally as annuities. 

Choosing the right annuity can be complex, and retirees 
need to understand the options available to them to ensure they 
are able to draw a sustainable retirement income. This decision 
is something that has become even more complex during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, along with poor market returns over the 
last few years. (The next article in this series will look at how to 
ensure your retirement income will be enough.)

When you reach retirement, you have the option of 
purchasing an annuity that will provide you with regular 
income in your post-retirement years. In the past, retirees have 
been limited to choosing between a life or a living annuity at 
retirement. However, the landscape has evolved, and new-
generation annuity solutions can be tailored to suit an investor’s 
unique circumstances and risk appetite at retirement. 

So, let’s consider the various annuity options available to 
retirees:

Our purpose at Atleha-edu is to help ordinary South Africans save and invest for a 
better tomorrow.  

We do this through Financial Sector Code (FSC)-compliant awareness and 
interactive education programmes focused on retirement fund trustee, management 
committee member; and fund member awareness and education initiatives, such as 

this short article. 

We would like to thank Just SA for funding this short articles series.

“Most members of pension funds who retire choose the products on 
offer without much advice, and often end up choosing an 

inappropriate product that leaves them even more vulnerable as they 
age, and are no longer as able to earn their own income.” 

– National Treasury

Living annuities are essentially an investment product that can 
be purchased by a retiree at retirement. These products allow 
a retiree to draw from their investment each year, as long as 
it’s within the regulatory drawdown limits of between 2.5% and 
17.5% of the account value to the policyholder each year. 

From the point of view of purchasers, however, living 
annuities are complex products. Individuals who buy them 
must make and continually review decisions that involve 
difficult trade-offs, including how much income to draw down, 
what underlying assets to invest in and which provider to 
choose. Getting any of these decisions wrong can have serious 
consequences that only become apparent many years later.

While a living annuity offers retirees great flexibility, it also 
comes with potentially great risk. There is no guarantee that 
it will last as long as you do – you might run out of money 

1 Living annuities: flexible, but riskier

if you draw too much too soon. You’re able to change your 
drawdown rate annually on the anniversary of your policy, but 
because your capital goes up and down with the markets, so 
can your income. There is also a chance that your underlying 
investments in your living annuity perform poorly, with the result 
that your retirement capital either doesn’t grow enough to give 
you a sustainable income, or simply gets depleted.

Should the policyholder of a living annuity pass away, 
some of the remaining capital will be left for beneficiaries in its 
entirety. The remaining capital at death of the policyholder will be 
distributed between the nominated beneficiaries according to the 
wishes of the policyholder. Beneficiaries can select to receive the 
benefit in full (after tax) or as regular income, by either purchasing 
a living annuity, a life annuity or a blended annuity. 

Life annuities, on the other hand, are an insurance product that 
allow a retiree to convert their retirement savings into regular 
income. They offer less flexibility, but much greater security, as 
income and annual increases are priced in at the start. The 
starting income is determined by the insurer, based on age/
sex/health and lifestyle factors and the product benefit options 
selected by the policyholder. With a life annuity, a retiree is 
guaranteed a monthly income that never decreases and their 
retirement income is not affected by market movements. 

Benefit options:
1. Income legacy: Policyholder can select a joint life annuity, 

which guarantees payments for as long as the annuitant and 
their spouse live. If both spouses die early, some benefits 
provide for a third beneficiary to receive payments. A joint 
life annuity provides lifelong income for both the annuitant 
and the surviving spouse, where the income is guaranteed 
to be paid until the death of their spouse (or an elected third 
beneficiary) at a pre-defined percent of the income at death 
of the main policyholder (e.g., 50%, 75% or 100%).

2. Capital legacy: Policyholder can select a minimum 
payment period of up to 20 years. Upon the death of the 
last surviving spouse before the end of this period, the 
remaining payments can be paid as income or a lump sum 
to nominated beneficiaries.

2 Life annuities: guaranteed income, but not flexible 
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Do you have a question that you would like us to address in a subsequent article? 
If so, please send your questions or suggestions for article topics by email to:  

info@atleha-edu.org

This new-generation concept combines the benefits of a living 
annuity and a life annuity in one investment. The retiree decides 
how much of the investment is apportioned to a living annuity 
and how much is apportioned to a life annuity. 

By purchasing a blended annuity – or switching from a 
standard living annuity to a blended annuity – a retiree can 
weigh up their ‘wants and needs’, and then decide how much to 
allocate to the guaranteed component and how much remains 
flexible or ‘liquid’. Blending also allows a retiree to optimise their 
income over time, balancing the risk of outliving their savings 
by adding to the guaranteed component when required. 

3 Blended annuities: the best of both

4 Voluntary annuities: an underestimated 
tax-efficient option
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Depending on how much you earn before you retire, you will 
be taxed between 18% and 45% once you start taking money 
out of these pre-retirement savings. This can, of course, have a 
huge impact on your post-retirement income. 

When retirees purchase an annuity at retirement, as 
required by South African regulation, the entire annuity payment 
is subject to income tax, because no tax has been deducted on 
the retirement savings.

If a retiree has discretionary savings, (over and above 
their pension) available, a voluntary purchase annuity can 
serve as a highly tax-efficient way to provide regular income 
in retirement that is guaranteed for life and never decreases. 
Unlike a compulsory purchase annuity, it can be purchased 
voluntarily from either the remaining one-third lump sum, or 
from discretionary savings. 

In a voluntary purchase annuity, the annuity payment 
consists of a capital portion and an interest portion. The capital 
portion does not form part of the taxable portion of the annuity 
payment. Only the interest portion is taxable.

Like compulsory annuities, a number of options are available 
for voluntary purchase annuities. For example, you can choose 
to receive the same income for a period of time or for the rest 
of your life (known as a level annuity) or link such income to 
increase with inflation or a set annual increase percentage of 
your choice. You can also provide for your spouse or purchase 
a minimum payment guarantee to provide for loved ones in the 
event of your early death.

It is also available as a with-profit annuity, where guaranteed 
income can never decrease, even in adverse conditions, and 
annual increases are linked to the smoothed investment return 
of a balanced fund.

Please note that in choosing an annuity, you should do so 
with the assistance of a qualified financial adviser.
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In Sesotho, when you tell someone to “Atleha” you are telling them to prosper. 
Our dream for South Africans is for them to prosper through the building blocks of education and 

technology. By combining “Atleha”, and “edu”, we want to “speak life” into the dream of prosperity for the 
majority of South Africans.

The majority of savers in South Africa can be reached through retirement fund trustee and member education, making 
this the primary focus of our work at Atleha-edu. Please visit our website at www.atleha-edu.org to read our educational 
publications for retirement fund trustees, principal officers and MANCO members. 

• Governance & Ethics For Retirement Fund Trustees
• Investment Fundamentals 1
• Investment Fundamentals 2
• Special Edition: Environmental Stewardship
• Umbrella Funds & Management Committees
• Cultural Practices
• An Introduction to Infrastructure Investments 
• Retirement Funds and Risk Management
• Climate- related Financial Disclosure

Our offering:
In partnership with our implementing partners and funders, Atleha-edu is proud to offer a range of educational 
solutions for retirement funds and their members.  

These solutions are customised and include: 

• Financial Sector Code (FSC) compliant Interactive and Awareness type consumer financial education programmes;
• Thought leadership webinars and events;
• Experiential workshops for deep learning experiences;
• Customised FSC-compliant consumer financial education solutions. 

To learn more about our offering and to partner with us, please contact us by email info@atleha-edu.org 

Our collaborators and funders in financial education and dissemination include: Alternative Prosperity Foundation,  
ASISA Foundation, ASISA Academy and Batseta.
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6.1 Country Programmes: 
 logos for country partners 

The country name should always be right  aligned above the  linear  version of the  
master logo. The country name should appear in the  same blue used in the  master 
logo. Kerning  should be set to optical and tracked to +130. The corresponding country 
flag should be placed to the  right  of the  Union Jack at equal size. The width of the 
two flags should not exceed the width of the  linear  master logo. A 0.25pt keyline set 
in 30% black  should be used to frame flags which include blocks of white (with the 
exception of the UK).
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